
What is your current experience with data and AI?
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How would you estimate the use of knowledge graphs and graph databases?
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Which features of 3D/VR visualisation of data matter?

Data Science Holodeck Workshop Feedback
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Publish analytics
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At my workplace we work…

I often search and read d…

Finding a document on m…

I would like to have some…

I don't trust AI and prefer…

I would like to be on bett…

I don't need to know how…

At my workplace we alre…

I need a more balanced r…
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It is a good idea to collect…
Presenting the related ob…
Using GDB instead of or…
Thinking in graphs stimul…
Interacting with graphs h…

Graphs enable visual sea…
GDB can benefit from gr…
There are no obvious ad…

I would like to give a try o…
At my work place we alre…
I would recommend to ot…
Worried that Graphs mig…
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Thank you very much for your contribution
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Presenting the data by…
I like the view, it's ama…
It is a quite unique way…
Physical interaction wit…
Being able to use my v…
Communication with co…
Headset creates physi…
The controllers (hands…

I don't see much benefi…
I wouldn't like to work i…

Getting direction and in…
Inside VR I feel isolate…
Inside VR I feel isolate…
The VR objects, which…

The objects in the VR s…
The VR space demons…
A simulation of a busin…
The natural landscape…
Flying over the VR obj…

The 3D VR experience…
I am convinced, now, t…
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